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Abstract
In this paper we propose an in-depth analysis of a method, called the flow network method,
which associates with any network a complete and quasi-transitive binary relation on its ver-
tices. Such a method, originally proposed by Gvozdik (1987), is based on the concept of
maximum flow. Given a competition involving two or more teams, the flow network method
can be used to build a relation on the set of teams which establishes, for every ordered pair
of teams, if the first one did at least as good as the second one in the competition. Such a
relation naturally induces procedures for ranking teams and selecting the best k teams of a
competition. Those procedures are proved to satisfy many desirable properties.
Keywords: Network, network flow, quasi-transitive relation, pairs comparison, ranking problem,
Schulze method.
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1 Introduction
The Lega Basket Serie A, the first and highest-tier level of the Italian basketball league, currently
consists of 16 teams. During the regular season of the basketball championship every team plays
every other team twice for a total of 30 matches and ties are not allowed. At the end of the season,
teams are ranked by the total number of wins. Basketball fans certainly like having a ranking of the
teams available at any stage of the season. The usual method to build those temporary rankings is
still based on counting the number of wins of each team. However, it is simple to understand that
such a method may lead to questionable outcomes because, even though two teams won the same
number of matches at a given moment, they might have played their matches against opponents of
different quality. That suggests the need to look for more expressive ranking methods.
∗We wish to thank an anonymous referee for letting us know the existence of the papers by Gvozdik (1987) and
Belkin and Gvozdik (1989) (in Russian), where the flow network method was first formulated. We also thank Andrey
Sarychev for translating the mentioned papers. Daniela Bubboloni was partially supported by GNSAGA of INdAM.
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Consider a set of teams and a list of matches played by those teams, where ties were not
allowed. Such matches are supposed to be all the matches scheduled in a (possibly fictitious)
competition among the considered teams. In order to rank the teams and select the winners one
may compare them on the basis of the number of wins and, in fact, this method is largely used
when each team confronts any other team the same number of times, as in the case of round-robin
competitions. However, there are interesting situations which do not meet such a condition as
the case of temporary rankings previously discussed or when the number of teams involved in a
competition is so large that, for practical reasons, it is difficult to arrange all the possible matches1.
In these cases, counting the number of wins does not seem to be such a good idea. Consider, for
instance, the competition among the three teams a, b and c described by the table2
a 2 0 b
a 2 0 c
b 5 0 c
(1)
and note that not all the pairs of teams confronted each other the same number of times. Here,
counting the number of wins makes team b be the winner, even though most people probably
believe that team a deserves to win the competition.
In order to overcome those difficulties, Gvozdik (1987) and Belkin and Gvozdik (1989) propose
a method, that we are going to call the flow network method, which can be used to establish, for
every competition and every pair of teams involved in the competition, if the first team did at
least as good as the second one. In other words, the method associates with every competition
a special binary relation on the set of teams. Moreover, it naturally allows to select the winners
of the competition as well as to determine the rankings of the teams that are consistent with the
competition3. We independently rediscover the flow network method and we strongly believe that
it is worthwhile to provide an in-depth analysis of it by revisiting old results and presenting new
ones. Indeed, since the two above mentioned papers are published only in Russian, the flow network
method has not certainly received the attention it deserves yet.
First of all, let us describe how the flow network method operates through the analysis of a
concrete example. Consider the competition C among the four teams a, b, c and d described by
the following table:
a 1 0 b
a 1 2 c
a 2 2 d
b 1 2 c
b 1 1 d
c 2 2 d
(2)
Given two distinct teams x and y, let us use the writing xy to denote a match between x and
y where x beat y. Thus, looking at the table we can list all the matches played in C and the
corresponding winners as follows
ab,ac,ca,ca,ad,ad,da,da,bc,cb,cb,bd,db,cd,cd,dc,dc. (3)
Fix now two distinct teams x and y. Let us call path from x to y (in C) any sequence x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn of
n ě 2 distinct teams x1, . . . , xn such that x1 “ x, xn “ y and x1x2, . . . , xn´1xn are all in (3). For
1The National Football League (NFL) and the NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision are examples of
competitions where there are teams which never play each other on the field.
2We describe a competition by a table in which every row has the shape
x m n y
meaning that the matches involving the teams x and y were m` n and that x won m times and y won n times.
3We stress that Belkin and Gvozdik (1989) mainly focus on the problem of building rankings.
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instance, ab is a path from a to b since ab is in (3); acd is a path from a to d since ac and cd are
in (3); bac is not a path from b to c since ba is not in (3). Given a path x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn from x to y, we
identify it with the sub-competition of C involving only the teams x1, . . . , xn and where only the
matches x1x2, . . . , xn´1xn were played. Of course, the intuition suggests that x did better than y
in that sub-competition. For instance, we obviously have that a did better than b in ab. Moreover,
it is natural to state that a did better than d in acd since in acd only two matches were played,
namely a against c and c against d, and we know that a beat c and c beat d so that, in some
sense, a indirectly beat d.
Denote next by λxy the maximum length of a list of paths from x to y that can be built using
each element in (3) at most once. Note that the same path can appear more than once in a list. In
order to clarify the definition of such a number, let us consider a and b and compute λab. First of
all, note that
ab,adcb,adcb,acdb,
are four paths from a to b in C which are built using the following matches in (3)
ab,ad,dc,cb,ad,dc,cb,ac,cd,db.
The matches in (3) which have not been used yet are
ca,ca,da,da,bc,bd,cd,
and it is clear that no further path from a to b can be built using them. Of course, matches in (3)
might be arranged to get a different list of paths from a to b. For instance, we have that
ab,acb,adcb,adb,
is a different family of four paths from a to b which are built using the following matches in (3)
ab,ac,cb,ad,dc,cb,ad,db.
Also in this case, no further path from a to b can be built using the matches left out. Observe
now that it is not possible to find more than four paths from a to b. Indeed, in (3) the number of
matches of the type xb where x P ta,c,du is four and any path from a to b has to involve exactly
one match of that type. As a consequence, we get λab “ 4.
As a further example, let us now compute λba. First, observe that bca and bda are two paths
from b to a which are built using the matches bc, ca, bd and da in (3). Moreover, we cannot build
more than two paths from b to a since the number of matches of the type bx where x P ta,c,du is
two and any path from b to a must involve exactly one match of that type. Thus, we get λba “ 2.
Using similar strategies, one can easily compute, for every pair of distinct teams x and y, the
number λxy. Such computations give
λab “ 4, λba “ 2, λac “ 4, λca “ 4, λad “ 4, λda “ 4,
λbc “ 2, λcb “ 4, λbd “ 2, λdb “ 4, λcd “ 5, λdc “ 4.
Given two distinct teams x and y, we interpret λxy as the number of times the team x directly or
indirectly beat the team y in the competition C4. As a consequence, for any pair of distinct teams
x and y, we interpret the inequality λxy ě λyx as the fact that x did at least as good as y in C. In
that case, we write x ľC y. Of course, since we can assume that each team did at least as good as
itself in C, we also set x ľC x for all x P ta,b,c,du. Thus, we get a relation on the set of teams
which is fully described as follows
a ľC a, b ľC b, c ľC c, d ľC d,
a ľC b, a ľC c, c ľC a, a ľC d,
d ľC a, c ľC b, d ľC b, c ľC d.
(4)
4A similar interpretation appears in Patel (2015).
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We call ľC the flow relation associated with C. Because of its definition, we interpret its maxima,
namely a and c, as the winners of the competition C and its linear refinements, namely a ľC c ľC
d ľC b, c ľC a ľC d ľC b and c ľC d ľC a ľC b as the rankings of the teams which are
consistent with the competition C. We stress that ľC is complete but it is not transitive because,
for instance, we have that d ľC a and a ľC c but d ńC c.
Observe also that, as it is immediately checked, the flow relation associated with the competition
described by (1) is a linear order having a ranked first, b ranked second and c ranked third. In
particular, the unique winner is a and the unique admissible ranking is the flow relation itself, as
one would desire.
It is also implicit in its definition that the flow network method takes into account the quality
of the opponents. Indeed, if in a competition a team a won against teams of good quality, namely
which won many matches, then there exist many paths from a to the other teams. That potentially
makes a behave better than other teams in the flow relation.
The flow network method owes its name to the fact that networks and flows are the basic
concepts underlying its definition. In order to explain this fact, first note that there is a natural
bijection between the set of competitions and the set of networks. Indeed, any competition can be
identified with the network whose vertices are the teams involved in the competition and where, for
every pair of distinct teams, the capacity of the arc from a team to another one is the number of
times the first team beat the second one. Similarly, any network can be thought as a competition
among its vertices where, for every arc, its capacity represents how many times its start vertex beat
its end vertex5. Moreover, given a network, it can be proved that, for every pair of distinct vertices
x and y, the number λxy previously described equals the so-called maximum flow value from x
to y. In the paper, after having introduced in Section 2 suitable notation for networks and some
crucial results about them, we give in Section 4 the formal definition of the flow network method.
Then, in order to assess the method, in Section 6 we deepen the analysis carried on by Belkin and
Gvozdik (1989). We first show that the outcomes of the flow network method are always complete
and quasi-transitive relations (Theorem 3), even though not necessarily transitive (Proposition 4).
We show then that the method may lead to any possible complete and quasi-transitive relation
(Proposition 6) and that it is neutral, homogeneous, efficient, monotonic, reversal symmetric and
symmetric (Propositions 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14). Remarkably, we also obtain a characterization of
complete and quasi-transitive relations (Theorem 7).
Networks are actually used to model a variety of situations, not necessarily related to sport
competitions, where suitable information about pairwise comparisons among different alternatives
is known6 and a ranking of the alternatives is needed. Thus, it is certainly possible to find in
the literature lots of network methods, that is, procedures to associate with any network a binary
relation (usually complete and transitive) on the set of teams describing when a team is at least as
good as another one. Those methods have been designed in response to very different needs so that
the rationale behind their definition, as well as the properties they fulfil, strongly depend on the
specific framework they are supposed to manage. Langville and Meyer (2012) present an overview
of different contexts and settings (like social choice, voting, web search engines, psychology and
statistics) where ranking alternatives is important and describe lots of ranking procedures that can
be formalized as network methods.
Among the simplest network methods there are surely the Borda method, which associates with
each network the relation which compares teams on the basis of the whole number of wins; the dual
Borda method, which compares teams on the basis of the whole number of losses; the Copeland
method7, which compares teams on the basis of the difference between the whole number of wins
5Due to the identification between competitions and networks, we are going to freely use the terminology of
competitions for networks too.
6Note that in many applications networks capacities are allowed to be nonnegative real numbers and networks
are identified with their adjacency matrix.
7The Copeland method is sometimes called net flow method (Bouyssou, 1992).
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and the whole number of losses; the minimax method which compares teams on the basis of the
maximum number of losses against each other team; the maxmin method which compares teams
on the basis of the minimum number of wins against each other team. Gonzale´z-Dı´az et al. (2014)
consider several network methods originating from statistical and social choice approaches and com-
pare them by studying how those methods perform with respect to a specific set of properties8.
Vaziri et al. (2017) focus on some popular sports network methods and discuss whether they satisfy
suitable properties that a fair and comprehensive ranking method should meet9. Several authors
deepen the analysis of the properties of networks methods providing an axiomatic characterization
of some of them. Bouyssou (1992), Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2004), Slutzki and Volij (2005), van
den Brink and Gilles (2009) and Kitti (2016) respectively show that the Copeland, the normalized
invariant, the fair-bets, the Borda and the non-normalized invariant network methods can be char-
acterized by suitable sets of axioms10. Csato´ (2017) proves instead an impossibility result showing
the incompatibility of the self-consistency and the order preservation principles. Further, Laslier
(1997, Chapters 3 and 10) presents an extensive survey of various scoring methods defined on the
set of tournaments11 and on the set of balanced networks12.
All the above mentioned methods, as the large majority of methods available in the literature,
are based on suitable definitions of scores for teams so that they determine a complete and transitive
relation on the set of teams. An exception is the network method which can be deduced from the
paper by Schulze (2011) and which is described and studied in Section 10. In fact, as the flow
network method, such a network method has the peculiar property to associate with any network
a complete and quasi-transitive relation on its vertices which is not in general transitive. As a
consequence, the flow network method is different from all those methods leading to complete and
transitive relations and, as proved in Section 10, it is also different from the Schulze network method.
However, we show that the flow and the Borda network methods agree on the class of balanced
networks (Proposition 17)13. This is a remarkable fact as it shows that the flow network method
can be seen as an extension of the well-known method of “counting the wins” outside the ordinary
framework where it is generally accepted. But we discovered other classes of networks on which
those methods agree (Proposition 21 and Theorem 22) and that shed light on the significance of
the Borda network method outside the traditional context of the balanced networks.
As a final remark, we recall that the computation of flows in a network can be performed by
well-known algorithms, based on the Ford and Fulkerson augmenting paths algorithm, which run
in polynomial time with respect to the number of vertices. As a consequence, the outcome of the
flow network method applied to a competition can be computed in a polynomial time with respect
to the number of teams. That fact is certainly encouraging with a view to concretely applying the
method.
After having carefully studied the properties of the flow network method, we focus on the pro-
cedure which associates with any network the family of the linear refinements of the flow relation14.
Such a procedure, formally defined in Section 4, is called flow network rule and was first defined in
8We emphasize that some of the properties considered by Gonzale´z-Dı´az et al. (2014) are satisfied by the flow
network method as described in course of the paper.
9The flow network method fulfils the three main properties stated in that paper. Property I (opponent strength)
has been already discussed; Property II (incentive to win) is the content of Proposition 11; Property III (sequence
of matches) follows from the very definition of the method.
10Note that the (normalized) invariant and the fair-bets methods are also known as the (normalized) long path
and the Markov methods, respectively.
11A tournaments is a complete and asymmetric digraph. Tournaments can be identified with networks whose
capacities are 0 or 1 and such that the sum of the capacities of any pair of opposite arcs is 1. They are used to
represent round robin-competitions.
12A balanced network is a network whose sum of the capacities of any pair of opposite arcs is constant. Balanced
networks represent competitions where any pair of teams confront each other the same number of time.
13The equality between the flow and the Borda network methods on balanced networks is stated, without proof,
in Belkin and Gvozdik (1989, Lemma 1).
14Complete and quasi-acyclic relations always admit linear refinements (Proposition 27).
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Belkin and Gvozdik (1989). On the basis of the discussion made about the flow network method,
we have that it is in general different from the network rules built by the known network methods
by taking, for every network, the linear refinements of the corresponding relation. It also generally
differs from the Kemeny and the ranked pairs rules15. In Section 8 we prove several properties of
the flow network rule.
We focus then on the problem of selecting a subset of a given size from the set of vertices
of a network. Mainly in the framework of voting theory the problem of selecting committees
has been receiving more and more attention in the last years (for a survey, see Elkind et al.,
2017). Many k-multiwinner network solutions, that is procedures which associate with any network
a family of subsets of size k, can be built by each complete and quasi-transitive (in particular
transitive) network method by taking, for every network, the k-maximum sets of the corresponding
relation16. A careful analysis of such solutions as well as a comparison among them represent,
in our opinion, an interesting research line. However, at the best of our knowledge, no specific
contribution on this theme is available in the literature when k ě 2. The situation is different
for the case k “ 1. Aziz et al. (2015) propose a canonical way to extend to the whole set of
networks any method which associates with each balanced network a subset of its vertices. There
are also lots of contributions about procedures to select the vertices of special types of networks
like tournaments, weak tournaments and partial tournaments17. We refer to Laslier (1997) for a
survey on tournament solutions and to Peris and Subiza (1999), Aziz et al. (2015) and Brandt et
al. (2016) for further interesting contributions on the extension of classical tournament solutions
to the settings of weak and partial tournaments. We finally note that De Donder et al. (2000) also
propose some results about balanced networks, while Dutta and Laslier (1999) consider a different
framework somehow connected with networks, as discussed in Section 11. In Section 4 we consider,
for every positive integer k, the procedure which associates with any network the k-maximum sets
of its flow relation. Such a procedure, called flow k-multiwinner network solution, is a new object
and is in general different from k-multiwinner network solutions originating from known network
methods and network rules. In Sections 9, thanks to the previous analysis of the flow network
method as well as some preliminary propositions about quasi-acyclic and quasi-transitive relations
proved in Section 7, we show that the flow k-multiwinner network solution fulfils a lot of desirable
properties.
2 Networks
We assume 0 R N and we set N0 “ N Y t0u. Moreover, given k ě 1, we denote by vkw the set
t1, . . . , ku. From now on, V is a fixed finite set of size |V | “ n ě 2, ∆ “ tpx, xq P V 2 : x P V u and
A “ V 2z∆.
A network on V is a triple N “ pV,A, cq, where c is a function from A to N0. We say that V is
the set of vertices of N , A is the set of arcs of N and c is the capacity associated with N . Note that
the pair pV,Aq is a complete digraph (without loops) on the set of vertices V . The set of networks
on V is denoted by N .
Networks can be used to mathematically represent competitions. Assume to have a set of teams
which played a certain number of matches among each other and to know, for every team, the
number of matches it won against any other team. Then we can represent that competition by a
network by defining V as the set of teams and, for every px, yq P A, defining cpx, yq as the number
15That fact can be easily checked considering the network in Example 56.
16Given a relation R on a nonempty finite set V , a k-maximum set of R is a subset W of size k of V having the
property that, for every x P W and y R W , px, yq P R. Complete and quasi-acyclic relations always admit k-maximum
sets (Proposition 30).
17Weak tournaments and partial tournaments can be naturally identified with networks whose arcs always have
capacities that are 0 or 1 and such that the sum of the capacities of each pair of opposite arcs is at least 1 and at
most 1 respectively.
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of matches in which x beat y. For instance, the competition C described in (2) can be represented
by the network NC “ pV,A, cq where
V “ ta,b,c,du;
A “ tpx, yq P V 2 : x, y P ta,b,c,du and x ‰ yu;
c : V Ñ N0 is defined by
cpa,bq “ 1, cpb,aq “ 0, cpa,cq “ 1, cpc,aq “ 2,
cpa,dq “ 2, cpd,aq “ 2, cpb,cq “ 1, cpc,bq “ 2,
cpb,dq “ 1, cpd,bq “ 1, cpc,dq “ 2, cpd,cq “ 2.
(5)
Let N “ pV,A, cq P N . For every x P V , the outdegree and the indegree of x in N are
respectively defined by
opxq “
ÿ
yPV ztxu
cpx, yq, ipxq “
ÿ
yPV ztxu
cpy, xq.
Note that opxq and ipxq depend on N but the notation opxq and ipxq does not refer to the symbol
N . When the reference to the network is important we adopt the writings oN pxq and iN pxq. We
use a similar style for any other symbol defined for networks.
We call reversal of N the network N r “ pV,A, crq P N where, for every px, yq P A, crpx, yq “
cpy, xq. Given a bijection ψ : V Ñ V , we set Nψ “ pV,A, cψq P N where cψ is defined, for every
px, yq P A, by cψpx, yq “ cpψ´1pxq, ψ´1pyqq. Moreover, given α P N, we set αN “ pV,A, αcq P N .
Given k P N0, we say that N is a k-balanced network if, for every px, yq P A, cpx, yq`cpy, xq “ k.
In that case k is called the balance of N . We denote the set of k-balanced networks on V by Bk
and we call B “
Ť
kPN0
Bk the set of balanced networks on V . Note that modelling competitions
where each team confronts with any other team the same number of times leads to balanced
networks. In particular, networks in B1 are the right tool to model round-robin competitions,
namely those competitions where each team confronts with any other team exactly once. Those
special competitions are largely studied in the literature and are generally modelled via asymmetric
and complete digraphs, the so-called tournaments. Of course, there is a natural bijection among
the set of tournaments on V and the set B1.
Let N “ pV,A, cq P N and s, t P V with s ‰ t. A flow from s to t in N is a function f : AÑ N0
such that, for every px, yq P A, fpx, yq ď cpx, yq and, for every x P V zts, tu,ÿ
yPV ztxu
fpx, yq “
ÿ
yPV ztxu
fpy, xq. (6)
Note that the function f0 : A Ñ N0 defined by f0px, yq “ 0 for all px, yq P A is a flow. It is called
the null flow. The set of flows from s to t in N is finite and it is denoted by FpN, s, tq. Given
f P FpN, s, tq, the value of f is the integer
ϕpfq “
ÿ
yPV ztsu
fps, yq ´
ÿ
yPV ztsu
fpy, sq.
The number
ϕst “ max
fPFpN,s,tq
ϕpfq,
which is well defined and belongs to N0, is called the maximum flow value from s to t in N . If
f P FpN, s, tq is such that ϕpfq “ ϕst, then f is called a maximum flow from s to t in N . Let
S Ď V and denote by Sc its complement in V . If ∅ ‰ S ‰ V , the number
cpSq “
ÿ
xPS, yPSc
cpx, yq
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is called the capacity of S in N . S is called a cut from s to t (or for ϕst) in N if s P S and t P S
c.
The set of cuts from s to t in N is nonempty and finite and it is denoted by CpN, s, tq. It is
well-known that, for every f P FpN, s, tq and S P CpN, s, tq, we have
ϕpfq ď cpSq. (7)
In particular, if S1 “ tsu and S2 “ V zttu, then S1, S2 P CpN, s, tq, cpS1q “ opsq and cpS2q “ iptq.
Thus, by (7), we get ϕst ď mintopsq, iptqu.
The fundamental result about flows in networks, namely the famous Maxflow-Mincut Theorem,
states that
ϕst “ min
SPCpN,s,tq
cpSq.
In particular, there always exists S P CpN, s, tq such that ϕst “ cpSq. Such a cut is called a minimum
cut from s to t in N (or for ϕst). The next result will turn out to be fundamental for our work. It
is due to Gomory and Hu (1961).
Proposition 1. Let N P N and x, y, z P V be distinct. Then ϕxz ě mintϕxy, ϕyzu.
Proof. Let S be a minimum cut from x to z in N . Then we have x P S, z P Sc and ϕxz “ cpSq. If
y P S, then S is a cut from y to z and thus, by (7), ϕyz ď cpSq. If instead y P S
c then S is a cut
from x to y and thus, by (7), ϕxy ď cpSq. In both cases we get mintϕxy, ϕyzu ď ϕxz.
We call a sequence of m ě 2 distinct vertices x1, . . . , xm such that x1 “ s, xm “ t and, for
every i P vm ´ 1w, cpxi, xi`1q ě 1, a path from s to t in N and we denote it by x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xm. The
set of paths from s to t in N is denoted by ΓpN, s, tq. Given γ “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xm P ΓpN, s, tq, we set
V pγq “ tx1, . . . , xmu and Apγq “ tpx1, x2q, . . . , pxm´1, xmqu. Fixed k P N, we define an arc-disjoint
k-sequence in ΓpN, s, tq as a sequence pγjq
k
j“1 of k (not necessarily distinct) paths in ΓpN, s, tq such
that, for every a P A, |tj P vkw : a P Apγjqu| ď cpaq.We denote the set of arc-disjoint k-sequences in
ΓpN, s, tq by ΓkpN, s, tq. Of course, if ΓpN, s, tq “ ∅, then ΓkpN, s, tq “ ∅ for all k P N. We define
λst “
#
maxtk P N : ΓkpN, s, tq ‰ ∅u if ΓpN, s, tq ‰ ∅
0 if ΓpN, s, tq “ ∅.
From Bang-Jensen and Gutin (2008, Lemma 7.1.5), we have the equality
ϕst “ λst, (8)
which provides a useful interpretation of the maximum flow value in terms of arc-disjoint paths.
Note that, due to (8), the maximum flow value from x to y in the network NC described in (5) has
been computed in the introduction for all distinct x, y P V .
3 Relations
A relation R on V is a subset of V 2. It is customary to use relations on V to represent individual
or social preferences on V by identifying, for every x, y P V , the membership relation px, yq P R
with the statement “x is at least as good as y”. We denote the set of relations on V by R.
Let R P R. The strict relation associated with R is SpRq “ tpx, yq P V 2 : px, yq P R, py, xq R Ru;
the reversal relation of R is Rr “ tpx, yq P V 2 : py, xq P Ru. Given x, y P V , we usually write x ľR y
instead of px, yq P R; x ąR y instead of px, yq P SpRq; x „R y instead of px, yq P R and py, xq P R.
Recall that, by definition, R is quasi-transitive if SpRq is transitive; acyclic if, for every sequence
x1, . . . , xm of m ě 2 distinct elements of V such that xi ľR xi`1 for all i P vm´ 1w, we have that
xm ńR x1; quasi-acyclic if SpRq is acyclic. Given a function u : V Ñ R, the relation induced by u
is Rpuq “ tpx, yq P V 2 : upxq ě upyqu.
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We denote the set of complete and quasi-acyclic relations on V by A; the set of complete and
quasi-transitive relations on V by T; the set of complete and transitive relations on V by O; the
set of complete, quasi-transitive and antisymmetric relations on V by L. The elements of O are
called orders; the ones of L are called linear orders. Of course, we have L Ď O Ď T Ď A.
Given R P R, we also consider the sets
L˛pRq “ tL P L : L Ď Ru, L
˛pRq “ tL P L : L Ě Ru,
that is, the set of linear refinements and the set of linear extensions of R. Both those sets may be
empty and if L P L, then L˛pLq “ L
˛pLq “ tLu.
Let PpV q be the set of the subsets of V and, for k P N, let PkpV q be the set of the subsets of
V of size k. Given R P R and W P PkpV q, we say that W is a k-maximum set for R if, for every
x PW and y P V zW , we have x ľR y. We define then the set
CkpRq “ tW P PkpV q :W is a k-maximum set for Ru
Clearly, CnpRq “ tV u and CkpRq “ ∅ for all k ą |V | “ n. Thus, the study of the set CkpRq is
meaningful only if k P vn´1w. Note also that if R is reflexive, then maxpRq “ tx P V : txu P C1pRqu,
where maxpRq denotes the set of maxima for R. Finally, if R P L and k P vn´1w, then |CkpRq| “ 1.
4 Definition of the flow network method
We call network method any function from N to R. A network method can be seen as a procedure
to determine, for every competition and every ordered pair of teams, whether the first team did at
least as good as the second one. The flow network method F is defined, for every N P N , by
FpNq “ tpx, yq P A : ϕNxy ě ϕ
N
yxu Y∆.
The relation FpNq on V is called the flow relation associated with N . This network method was
first proposed by Gvozdik (1987), who focuses only on balanced networks, and later extended and
studied in Belkin and Gvozdik (1989). Note that, for the network NC defined in (5), FpNCq coincides
with the relation ľC in (4).
We call next network rule any correspondence from N to L. A network rule can be seen as
a procedure to determine, for every competition, the set of all the possible rankings of the teams
which are consistent with the competition. The flow network rule F˛ is defined, for every N P N ,
by
F˛pNq “ L˛pFpNqq.
Such a network rule is the main object studied by Belkin and Gvozdik (1989).
Given now k P vn´ 1w, we finally call k-multiwinner network solution any correspondence from
N to PkpV q. A k-multiwinner network solution can be seen as a procedure to determine, for every
competition, all the possible choices for the set of the best k teams of the competition. The flow
k-multiwinner network solution Fk is defined, for every N P N , by
FkpNq “ CkpFpNqq.
Our purpose is to study the properties of the three objects above defined. In order to discuss
the properties of the flow network method we just need the crucial fact about complete and quasi-
transitive relations which is proved in the next section. For studying the flow network rule and
the flow k-multiwinner network solution further results from the theory of relations are necessary.
They are collected in Section 7.
Later on, given N P N and x, y P V , we write x ľN y instead of x ľFpNq y; x ąN y instead of
x ąFpNq y; x „N y instead of x „FpNq y. Thus, x ľN y means x “ y or ϕ
N
x,y ě ϕ
N
yx; x ąN y means
x ‰ y and ϕNxy ą ϕ
N
yx; x „N y means x “ y or ϕ
N
xy “ ϕ
N
yx.
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5 Building complete and quasi-transitive relations
This section is devoted to the description of a general procedure to construct complete and quasi-
transitive relations on V . For every ϑ : AÑ R, define Rpϑq P R by
Rpϑq “ tpx, yq P A : ϑpx, yq ě ϑpy, xqu Y∆.
Given ϑ : AÑ R, we say that ϑ satisfies the Gomory-Hu condition if, for every x, y, z P V distinct,
we have
ϑpx, zq ě mintϑpx, yq, ϑpy, zqu. (9)
The next proposition is based on Schulze (2011, pp. 277-278).
Proposition 2. If ϑ : AÑ R satisfies the Gomory-Hu condition, then Rpϑq P T.
Proof. For shortness set R “ Rpϑq. The completeness of R is obvious. We show that R is quasi-
transitive. Let us consider x, y, z P V and assume that x ąR y and y ąR z. We must prove that
x ąR z, that is, x ‰ z and
ϑpx, zq ą ϑpz, xq. (10)
Note that x ąR y and y ąR z mean x ‰ y, y ‰ z,
ϑpx, yq ą ϑpy, xq (11)
and
ϑpy, zq ą ϑpz, yq. (12)
We first show that x ‰ z. Indeed, if it were x “ z, then we would get ϑpx, yq ą ϑpy, xq and
ϑpy, xq ą ϑpx, yq, a contradiction. By (9), we have
ϑpx, zq ě mintϑpx, yq, ϑpy, zqu. (13)
ϑpz, yq ě mintϑpz, xq, ϑpx, yqu. (14)
ϑpy, xq ě mintϑpy, zq, ϑpz, xqu. (15)
Assume first that
ϑpx, yq ě ϑpy, zq. (16)
Then, (13) and (12) give
ϑpx, zq ą ϑpz, yq. (17)
Moreover, (16) and (12) give ϑpx, yq ą ϑpz, yq. Since by (14), ϑpz, yq must be greater or equal to
one between ϑpz, xq and ϑpx, yq, it follows that ϑpz, yq ě ϑpz, xq. Using (17) we then get (10).
Assume next that ϑpx, yq ă ϑpy, zq. Then (13) and (11) give
ϑpx, zq ą ϑpy, xq. (18)
Moreover, by (11), ϑpy, xq ă ϑpy, zq. Using (15), we get ϑpy, xq ě ϑpz, xq. Using now (18) we finally
get (10).
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6 Properties of the flow network method
The next result establishes the fundamental property of F. Such a property was proved by Belkin
and Gvozdik (1989, Lemma 2). We derive it as a particular application of Proposition 2. Given
N P N , let ϕN : A Ñ R be defined, for every px, yq P A, by ϕN px, yq “ ϕNxy and note that
FpNq “ RpϕN q.
Theorem 3. Let N P N . Then FpNq P T.
Proof. By Proposition 1, ϕN satisfies the Gomory-Hu condition. Thus, by Proposition 2, we get
FpNq “ RpϕN q P T.
If n “ 2, we have O “ T so that the outcomes of the flow network method are always transitive.
That does not hold true when n ě 3, as shown by the next proposition.
Proposition 4. Let n ě 3. Then there exists N P N such that FpNq R O.
Proof. Let V “ vnw. Consider N “ pV,A, cq such that cp1, 2q “ 1 and cpi, jq “ 0 for all i, j P vnw
with i ‰ j and pi, jq ‰ p1, 2q. Then FpNq is such that 1 ąN 2 and i „N j for all i, j P vnw with
i ‰ j and ti, ju ‰ t1, 2u. In particular, we have 2 ľN 3 and 3 ľN 1 but 2 ńN 1. Hence FpNq is not
transitive and so FpNq R O.
Proposition 6 below states that any relation belonging to T can in fact be the outcome of the
flow network method applied to a suitable network. Its proof relies on the possibility to naturally
associate a network to any relation. In what follows, given R P R, we set NR “ pV,A, cRq P N
where, for every px, yq P A, cRpx, yq “ 1 if x ąR y and cRpx, yq “ 0 otherwise.
Lemma 5. Let R P T and px, yq P A. Then:
(i) ϕNRxy ą 0 if and only if x ąR y;
(ii) ϕNRxy “ ϕ
NR
yx “ 0 if and only if x „R y.
Proof. piq If x ąR y, then cRpx, yq “ 1 and in NR we have at least the path xy, so that ϕ
NR
xy ě 1.
Assume next that ϕNRxy ą 0. Then there exists a path in NR from x to y. Thus, there exist m ě 2
and x1, . . . , xm P V distinct such that x1 “ x, xm “ y and, for every i P vm´ 1w, cRpxi, xi`1q “ 1.
It follows that we have the chain x “ x1 ąR x2 ąR . . . ąR xm´1 ąR xm “ y. Since SpRq is
transitive, we also have x ąR y.
piiq Let x „R y. Then we neither have x ąR y nor y ąR x and so, by piq, we get ϕ
NR
xy “ ϕ
NR
yx “ 0.
Conversely let ϕNRxy “ ϕ
NR
yx “ 0. Then, by piq, we neither have x ąR y nor y ąR x. By completeness,
the only possibility is x „R y.
Proposition 6. If R P T then FpNRq “ R.
Proof. We need to see that, for every x, y P V with x ‰ y, x ľR y if and only if ϕ
NR
xy ě ϕ
NR
yx .
Assume first that ϕNRxy ě ϕ
NR
yx . If ϕ
NR
xy ą ϕ
NR
yx , then ϕ
NR
xy ą 0 and, by Lemma 5 (i), we get x ąR y.
If instead ϕNRxy “ ϕ
NR
yx then, by Lemma 5 (i), we necessarily have ϕ
NR
xy “ ϕ
NR
yx “ 0 and thus, by
Lemma 5 (ii), x „R y and, in particular, x ľR y. Assume next that x ľR y. If ϕ
NR
yx “ 0, we
trivially have ϕNRxy ě ϕ
NR
yx . But we cannot have ϕ
NR
yx ą 0 since otherwise, by Lemma 5 (i), we would
get y ąR x, against x ľR y.
As a consequence of the above result and Proposition 2, we derive the following interesting
characterization of the complete and quasi-transitive relations.
Theorem 7. Let R P R. Then R P T if and only if there exists ϑ : A Ñ R satisfying the
Gomory-Hu condition, such that R “ Rpϑq.
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Proof. One implication is just Proposition 2. Assume now that R P T. Then, by definition of flow
relation, we have RpϕNRq “ FpNRq and we know, by Proposition 1, that ϕ
NR satisfyies the Gomory-
Hu condition. Since, by Proposition 6, we have FpNRq “ R, we deduce that R “ Rpϕ
NRq.
We now present some further remarkable properties of F. The first property is about the
behaviour of the relation FpNq with respect to a relabelling of its vertices. It simply says that if
one decides to relabel the network vertices, the flow relation accordingly changes. In other words,
the flow relation does not depend on the names of vertices. For that reason we call that property
neutrality. The second one is a homogeneity property for the flow relation. We observe that these
two properties are considered by Gonza´lez-Dı´az et al. (2014).18
Proposition 8. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N and let ψ : V Ñ V be a bijection. Then, for every x, y P V ,
x ľN y if and only if ψpxq ľNψ ψpyq.
Proof. It is clearly enough to show that, for every N “ pV,A, cq P N , every px, yq P A and every
bijection ψ : V Ñ V , we have
ϕN
ψ
ψpxqψpyq “ ϕ
N
xy. (19)
Let S be a minimum cut from ψpxq to ψpyq in Nψ. Then ψ´1pSq is a cut from x to y in N . Thus,
by definition of cψ and by (7), we have
ϕN
ψ
ψpxqψpyq “ c
NψpSq “
ÿ
ψpuqPS,ψpvqPSc
cψpψpuq, ψpvqq “
ÿ
uPψ´1pSq, vPrψ´1pSqsc
cpu, vq ě ϕNxy.
Then, we also have
ϕNxy “ ϕ
pNψqψ
´1
ψ´1pψpxqqψ´1pψpyqq
ě ϕN
ψ
ψpxqψpyq
and so we get the equality (19).
Proposition 9. Let N P N and α P N. Then FpαNq “ FpNq.
Proof. Let N “ pV,A, cq and let αN “ pV,A, c1q, where c1 “ αc. In order to get FpαNq “ FpNq it
is enough to show that, for every px, yq P A, ϕαNxy “ αϕ
N
xy. Let px, yq P A. Consider f P FpN, x, yq
such that ϕNxy “ ϕpfq. Then αf P FpαN, x, yq so that ϕ
αN
xy ě ϕpαfq “ αϕpfq “ αϕ
N
xy. Let S be a
cut from x to y in N such that cpSq “ ϕNxy. Then S is also a cut from x to y in αN . Hence, by (7),
αϕNxy “ αcpSq “ c
1pSq ě ϕαNxy and the proof is completed.
Given a networkN and two distinct vertices x˚ and y˚, it can be useful to have simple conditions
which are sufficient to guarantee x˚ ľN y
˚ or x˚ ąN y
˚. Conditions of that type are described in
the next proposition.
Proposition 10. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N and x˚, y˚ P V with x˚ ‰ y˚. Assume that cpx˚, y˚q ě
cpy˚, x˚q and that, for every z P V ztx˚, y˚u, cpx˚, zq ě cpy˚, zq and cpz, y˚q ě cpz, x˚q. Then
x˚ ľN y
˚. Assume further that one of the following conditions holds true:
(a) cpx˚, y˚q ą cpy˚, x˚q;
(b) for every z P V ztx˚, y˚u, cpx˚, zq ą cpy˚, zq;
(c) for every z P V ztx˚, y˚u, cpz, y˚q ą cpz, x˚q;
(d) there exists z P V ztx˚, y˚u such that cpx˚, zq ą cpy˚, zq and cpz, y˚q ą cpz, x˚q.
Then x˚ ąN y
˚.
18Those authors use the term anonymity instead of neutrality.
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Proof. Let S be a minimum cut for ϕx˚y˚ so that S Ď V , x
˚ P S, y˚ R S and cpSq “ ϕx˚y˚ . Define
T “ pSztx˚uq Y ty˚u and note that, since T Ď V , y˚ P T, x˚ R T, we have that T is a cut for
ϕy˚x˚ . By (7), we have cpT q ě ϕy˚x˚ . In order to obtain ϕx˚y˚ ě ϕy˚x˚ , that is x
˚ ľN y
˚, it is
enough to show cpSq ´ cpT q ě 0. Note that
cpSq “
ÿ
uPS,vPSc
cpu, vq “
ÿ
uPSztx˚u,vPSczty˚u
cpu, vq `
ÿ
vPSczty˚u
cpx˚, vq `
ÿ
uPSztx˚u
cpu, y˚q ` cpx˚, y˚q
and
cpT q “
ÿ
uPT,vPT c
cpu, vq “
ÿ
uPT zty˚u,vPT cztx˚u
cpu, vq `
ÿ
vPT cztx˚u
cpy˚, vq `
ÿ
uPT zty˚u
cpu, x˚q ` cpy˚, x˚q
Observe now that T zty˚u “ Sztx˚u and T cztx˚u “ Sczty˚u. Thus
cpSq´cpT q “ pcpx˚, y˚q´cpy˚, x˚qq`
ÿ
vPSczty˚u
pcpx˚, vq´cpy˚, vqq`
ÿ
uPSztx˚u
pcpu, y˚q´cpu, x˚qq (20)
and every term between brackets is non-negative, which says cpSq ´ cpT q ě 0.
Assume further that one among paq, pbq, pcq and pdq holds true. Then, at least one of the
terms between brackets in (20) is now positive and so ϕx˚y˚ “ cpSq ą cpT q ě ϕy˚x˚ . Thus,
ϕx˚y˚ ą ϕy˚x˚ , that is, x
˚ ąN y
˚.
The flow network method also satisfies a monotonicity property, as described by the next propo-
sition. This property implies that teams have an incentive to win when the flow network method
is used to assess their performance. That is in line with the Property II in Vaziri et al. (2017).
Proposition 11. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N , N 1 “ pV,A, c1q P N and x˚ P V . Assume that the
following conditions hold true:
(a) for every y P V ztx˚u, c1px˚, yq ě cpx˚, yq and c1py, x˚q ď cpy, x˚q;
(b) for every px, yq P A with x ‰ x˚ and y ‰ x˚, c1px, yq “ cpx, yq.
Then, for every y P V ztx˚u such that x˚ ľN y, we have x
˚ ľN 1 y. Moreover, for every y P V ztx
˚u
such that x˚ ľN y and one among x
˚ ąN y, c
1px˚, yq ą cpx˚, yq and c1py, x˚q ă cpy, x˚q holds
true, we have that x˚ ąN 1 y.
Proof. Let y˚ P V ztx˚u such that x˚ ľN y
˚, that is ϕNx˚y˚ ě ϕ
N
y˚x˚ . We want to show that
ϕN
1
x˚y˚
ě ϕN
1
y˚x˚
. We prove first that ϕN
1
x˚y˚
ě ϕN
x˚y˚
` c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q. Let f be a maximum
flow from x˚ to y˚ in N such that
for every x P V ztx˚u, fpx, x˚q “ 0. (21)
Such a maximum flow can be obtained as the output of the well-known augmenting path algorithm
applied to the null flow. Then we have
ϕN pfq “ ϕNx˚y˚ “
ÿ
yPV ztx˚u
fpx˚, yq. (22)
Consider now f 1 : AÑ N0 defined by
f 1px, yq “
#
fpx˚, y˚q ` c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q if px, yq “ px˚, y˚q
fpx, yq if px, yq ‰ px˚, y˚q
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We show that f 1 P FpN 1, x˚, y˚q. By paq we have f 1px, yq ě 0 for all px, yq P A. To see that f 1px, yq ď
c1px, yq for all px, yq P A, we need to distinguish some cases. Surely f 1px˚, y˚q “ fpx˚, y˚q `
c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q ď c1px˚, y˚q because fpx˚, y˚q ď cpx˚, y˚q. Let px, yq P Aztpx˚, y˚qu. If
x “ x˚ and y ‰ y˚ then, by paq, we have f 1px˚, yq “ fpx˚, yq ď cpx˚, yq ď c1px˚, yq. Assume next
x ‰ x˚. If y “ x˚ then, by (21), f 1px, yq “ fpx, x˚q “ 0 ď c1px, x˚q. If instead y ‰ x˚ then, by pbq,
we have f 1px, yq “ fpx, yq ď cpx, yq “ c1px, yq. We are left to show (6). Fix u R tx˚, y˚u. We need
to show ÿ
zPV ztuu
f 1pu, zq “
ÿ
zPV ztuu
f 1pz, uq. (23)
Since u R tx˚, y˚u, by f 1 definition, (23) is the same as
ř
pu,zqPA fpu, zq “
ř
pz,uqPA fpz, uq which
holds true because f P FpN, x˚, y˚q. Now, using (22), we get
ϕN
1
pf 1q “
ÿ
yPV ztx˚u
f 1px˚, yq ´
ÿ
yPV ztx˚u
f 1py, x˚q
“ f 1px˚, y˚q `
ÿ
yPV ztx˚,y˚u
f 1px˚, yq ´
ÿ
yPV ztx˚,y˚u
fpy, x˚q
“ fpx˚, y˚q ` c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q `
ÿ
yPV ztx˚,y˚u
fpx˚, yq “ ϕNx˚y˚ ` c
1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q.
As a consequence,
ϕN
1
x˚y˚ ě ϕ
N 1pf 1q “ ϕNx˚y˚ ` c
1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q. (24)
Consider now a minimum cut S from y˚ to x˚ in N . Then we have cpSq “ ϕNy˚x˚ . Of course, S is
also a cut from y˚ to x˚ in N 1 and then
c1pSq ě ϕN
1
y˚x˚ . (25)
Moreover we have
c1pSq “
ÿ
uPS,vPSc
c1pu, vq “
ÿ
uPS,vPScztx˚u
c1pu, vq `
ÿ
uPSzty˚u
c1pu, x˚q ` c1py˚, x˚q.
Note now that, by the assumptions paq and pbq, we haveÿ
uPS,vPScztx˚u
c1pu, vq “
ÿ
uPS,vPScztx˚u
cpu, vq,
ÿ
uPSzty˚u
c1pu, x˚q ď
ÿ
uPSzty˚u
cpu, x˚q
and c1py˚, x˚q ď cpy˚, x˚q. As a consequence,
c1pSq ` cpy˚, x˚q ´ c1py˚, x˚q ď cpSq. (26)
Using now the inequalities (24), (25) and (26) and recalling that ϕN
x˚y˚
ě ϕN
y˚x˚
, we obtain
ϕN
1
x˚y˚ ě ϕ
N
x˚y˚ ` c
1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q ě ϕNy˚x˚ ` c
1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q
“ cpSq ` c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q ě c1pSq `
`
cpy˚, x˚q ´ c1py˚, x˚q
˘
`
`
c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q
˘
ě ϕN
1
y˚x˚ `
`
cpy˚, x˚q ´ c1py˚, x˚q
˘
`
`
c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q
˘
,
and thus
ϕN
1
x˚y˚ ě ϕ
N 1
y˚x˚ `
`
cpy˚, x˚q ´ c1py˚, x˚q
˘
`
`
c1px˚, y˚q ´ cpx˚, y˚q
˘
.
In particular, ϕN
1
x˚y˚ ě ϕ
N 1
y˚x˚ so that the proof of the first part of the theorem is complete.
Consider now y˚ P V ztx˚u such that x˚ ľN y
˚ and one among x˚ ąN y
˚, c1px˚, y˚q ą cpx˚, y˚q
and c1py˚, x˚q ă cpy˚, x˚q holds true. The same argument as above gives ϕN
1
x˚y˚ ą ϕ
N 1
y˚x˚ which
completes the proof.
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We now observe that reversing a network, the flow relation gets its reversal. We call such a
property reversal symmetry due to its similarity to the concept of reversal symmetry for social
welfare functions proposed by Saari (1994) and recently deepened by Bubboloni and Gori (2015).
Note also that this property is called inversion by Gonza´lez-Dı´az et al. (2014). The proof of this
fact, formalized in the proposition below, is very easy and thus omitted.
Proposition 12. Let N P N . Then, for every px, yq P A, we have ϕN
r
yx “ ϕ
N
xy. In particular,
FpN rq “ FpNqr.
The next proposition shows that if in a competition the number of wins (losses) of a team
is greater than the number of its losses (wins), then the flow network method does not make
that team be the worst (best) one. Its proof immediately follows from Theorem 1 in Lova´sz
(1973) once adapted to the network context19, and from Proposition 12 after having observed that
oN
r
pxq “ iN pxq for all x P V .
Proposition 13. Let N P N and x˚ P V . If opx˚q ą ipx˚q, then there exists y P V ztx˚u such that
x˚ ąN y. If opx
˚q ă ipx˚q, then there exists y P V ztx˚u such that y ąN x
˚.
A network method is said flat on a network N if it associates with N the total relation V 2.
A network method is said symmetric if it is flat on every network N such that N “ N r. The
symmetry property is a basic requirement for network methods invoked by Gonza´lez-Dı´az et al.
(2014). The next proposition fully characterizes the set of networks on which F is flat. Generalizing
the classic definition given for directed graphs, we define N P N pseudo-symmetric if, for every
x P V , opxq “ ipxq.
Proposition 14. Let N P N . F is flat on N if and only if N is pseudo-symmetric. In particular,
F is a symmetric network method.20
Proof. Let N P N be pseudo-symmetric. We want to show that, for every x, y P V with x ‰ y, we
have ϕNyx “ ϕ
N
xy. To that purpose we first show that, for every proper nonempty subset S of V , we
have cpSq “ cpScq21. Let S Ď V with ∅ ‰ S ‰ V . Given x P S, we have that
opxq “
ÿ
yPV ztxu
cpx, yq “
ÿ
yPSc
cpx, yq `
ÿ
yPSztxu
cpx, yq
while
ipxq “
ÿ
yPV ztxu
cpy, xq “
ÿ
yPSc
cpy, xq `
ÿ
yPSztxu
cpy, xq.
Thus, we haveÿ
xPS
opxq “
ÿ
xPS
ÿ
yPSc
cpx, yq `
ÿ
xPS
ÿ
yPSztxu
cpx, yq “ cpSq `
ÿ
px,yqPAXpSˆSq
cpx, yq
and ÿ
xPS
ipxq “
ÿ
xPS
ÿ
yPSc
cpy, xq `
ÿ
xPS
ÿ
yPSztxu
cpy, xq “ cpScq `
ÿ
px,yqPAXpSˆSq
cpy, xq
“ cpScq `
ÿ
px,yqPAXpSˆSq
cpx, yq.
19For a more general approach, see also the main result in Hartmann and Schneider (1993).
20We thank La´szlo´ Lova´sz for useful advices about this proposition.
21That fact seems to be known in the literature even though we could not find a precise reference. Thus, for
completeness, we provide a proof.
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Since, for every x P S, we have opxq “ ipxq, it follows that
0 “
ÿ
xPS
popxq ´ ipxqq “ cpSq ´ cpScq.
Let now x, y P V with x ‰ y. The map from CpN, x, yq to CpN, y, xq associating with S P CpN, x, yq
the set Sc P CpN, y, xq is a bijection. It follows that
ϕxy “ min
SPCpN,x,yq
cpSq “ min
SPCpN,x,yq
cpScq “ min
TPCpN,y,xq
cpT q “ ϕyx.
Let next F be flat on N . Assume, by contradiction, that there exists x˚ P V with opx˚q ‰ ipx˚q.
Then, by Proposition 13, there exists y P V such that y N x
˚ against FpNq “ V 2.
Finally, to show that F is symmetric, note that if N P N is such that N “ N r then, for every
x P V , oN pxq “ iN
r
pxq “ iNpxq and thus N is pseudo-symmetric.
Given two networks N “ pV,A, cq and N 1 “ pV,A, c1q, we define N ` N 1 “ pV,A, c ` c1q P N .
From Proposition 14, we immediately obtain for the flow network method the flatness preservation
property introduced by Gonza´lez-Dı´az et al. (2014).
Proposition 15. Let N,N 1 P N . If F is flat on N and N 1, then F is flat on N `N 1.
6.1 The flow, the Borda and the dual Borda network methods
Let us consider now the Borda network method B : N Ñ R and the dual Borda network methodpB : N Ñ R respectively defined, for every N P N , by BpNq “ RpoN q and pBpNq “ Rp´iN q. In
other words, BpNq and pBpNq are the relations respectively induced by the outdegree function and
by the opposite of the indegree function associated with the networkN . Note thatBpNq, pBpNq P O
and that pBpNq “ pRpiN qqr . Our purpose is to describe some links among the flow, the Borda and
the dual Borda network methods.
We begin with the next lemma about balanced networks. It was stated, without proof, by
Gvozdik (1987, Proposition 1) and Belkin and Gvozdik (1989, Lemma 1).
Proposition 16. Let N “ pV,A, cq P B. Then, for every x, y P V 2 with x ‰ y, ϕxy ´ ϕyx “
opxq ´ opyq.
Proof. It is enough to show that, for every x, y P V with x ‰ y, ϕxy ´ ϕyx ě opxq ´ opyq. Let
x, y P V with x ‰ y. Let S be a minimum cut for ϕxy, so that S Ď V , x P S, y R S and cpSq “ ϕxy.
Define T “ pSztxuq Y tyu and note that, since T Ď V , y P T, x R T, we have that T is a cut for
ϕyx. By (7), we get cpT q ě ϕyx. As a consequence ϕxy ´ ϕyx ě cpSq ´ cpT q. Note that
cpSq “
ÿ
uPS,vPSc
cpu, vq “
ÿ
uPSztxu,vPScztyu
cpu, vq `
ÿ
vPSc
cpx, vq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, yq
and
cpT q “
ÿ
uPT,vPT c
cpu, vq “
ÿ
uPSztxu,vPScztyu
cpu, vq `
ÿ
vPpScztyuqYtxu
cpy, vq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, xq.
Let k P N0 be the balance of N. Then we have cpu, xq “ k ´ cpx, uq for all u P V ztxu and
cpu, yq “ k ´ cpy, uq for all u P V ztyu. It follows that
ϕxy ´ ϕyx ě cpSq ´ cpT q “
ÿ
vPSc
cpx, vq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, yq ´
ÿ
vPpScztyuqYtxu
cpy, vq ´
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, xq “
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ÿ
vPSc
cpx, vq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
k ´
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpy, uq ´
ÿ
vPpScztyuqYtxu
cpy, vq ´
ÿ
uPSztxu
k `
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpx, uq “
ÿ
uPV ztxu
cpx, uq ´
ÿ
uPV ztxu
cpy, uq “ opxq ´ opyq.
As already pointed out by Belkin and Gvozdik (1989), from Proposition 16 we can immediately
deduce that the flow and the Borda network methods agree on balanced networks. Indeed, we can
also prove that on those networks they both agree with the dual Borda network method too.
Proposition 17. Let N P B. Then FpNq “ BpNq “ pBpNq.
Proof. Let N “ pV,A, cq. By Proposition 16, we immediately have that FpNq “ Rpoq “ BpNq. On
the other hand, if k P N0 is the balance of N , we have opxq ` ipxq “ kpn´ 1q for all x P V . Thus,
BpNq “ Rpoq “ Rp´iq “ pBpNq.
Since for n “ 2, we have N “ B, we immediately get the next corollary.
Corollary 18. Let n “ 2. Then, for every N P N , FpNq “ BpNq “ pBpNq.
The following Propositions 19, 20, 21 and Theorem 22 deepen the comparison among the flow,
the Borda and the dual Borda network methods. In particular, they show that those methods agree
on a set of networks larger than the one of the balanced networks. Of course there are instead cases
in which the Borda and the dual Borda network methods do not coincide with the flow network
method. This happens for every N P N for which FpNq R O.
Proposition 19. Let n ě 3 and N “ pV,A, cq P N . Assume that, for every distinct x, y, u P V ,
there exists a real number βpx, y, uq ą ´ 1
n´2 such that
cpy, uq ´ cpx, uq ` cpu, yq ´ cpu, xq ě βpx, y, uqpopxq ´ opyqq.
Then FpNq “ BpNq.
Proof. In order to show that FpNq “ BpNq, it is enough to show that, for every x, y P V with
x ‰ y, opxq ě opyq implies ϕxy ě ϕyx and opxq ą opyq implies ϕxy ą ϕyx. For that purpose we
will show that, for every x, y P V with x ‰ y, there exists a positive constant αpx, yq such that
ϕxy ´ ϕyx ě αpx, yqpopxq ´ opyqq.
Fix x, y P V with x ‰ y and let S be a minimum cut from x to y so that cpSq “ ϕxy. Consider
now T “ pSztxuq Y tyu and note that, since T Ď V , y P T and x R T , we have that T is a cut from
y to x. Then we have that
cpSq “
ÿ
uPS,vPSc
cpu, vq “
ÿ
uPSztxu,vPScztyu
cpu, vq `
ÿ
vPSc
cpx, vq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, yq
and
cpT q “
ÿ
uPT,vPT c
cpu, vq “
ÿ
uPSztxu,vPScztyu
cpu, vq `
ÿ
vPpScztyuqYtxu
cpy, vq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, xq.
Since cpT q ě ϕyx, we then have
ϕxy ´ ϕyx ě cpSq ´ cpT q “
ÿ
vPSc
cpx, vq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, yq ´
ÿ
vPpScztyuqYtxu
cpy, vq ´
ÿ
uPSztxu
cpu, xq
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“ opxq ´ opyq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
pcpy, uq ´ cpx, uq ` cpu, yq ´ cpu, xqq
ě opxq ´ opyq `
ÿ
uPSztxu
βpx, y, uqpopxq ´ opyqq “
¨˝
1`
ÿ
uPSztxu
βpx, y, uq‚˛popxq ´ opyqq.
Thus, we are left with proving that 1`
ř
uPSztxu βpx, y, uq ą 0. Indeed, since |S| ď n´ 1, we have
1`
ÿ
uPSztxu
βpx, y, uq ą 1´
|S| ´ 1
n´ 2
ě 0,
and the proof is completed.
Proposition 20. Let n ě 3 and N “ pV,A, cq P N . Assume that, for every distinct x, y, u P V ,
there exists a real number γpx, y, uq ą ´ 1
n´2 such that
cpx, uq ´ cpy, uq ` cpu, xq ´ cpu, yq ě γpx, y, uqpipyq ´ ipxqq.
Then FpNq “ pBpNq.
The proof of the above result is similar to the one of Proposition 19 and thus omitted.
Proposition 21. Let n ě 3 and N “ pV,A, cq P N . Assume that there exist a, b, l P N0 with
a ` b ą 0 and ω : V Ñ N0 such that, for every px, yq P A, we have cpx, yq “ aωpxq ` bωpyq ` l. If
pn´ 1qa ă b or pn´ 1qb ă a, then FpNq “ BpNq “ pBpNq.
Proof. Let us prove first that FpNq “ BpNq. Let x, y, u P V be distinct and show that there exists
β “ βpx, y, uq such that β ą ´ 1
n´2 and
cpy, uq ´ cpx, uq ` cpu, yq ´ cpu, xq ě βpopxq ´ opyqq,
in order to apply Proposition 19. Note that cpy, uq´cpx, uq`cpu, yq´cpu, xq “ pa`bqpωpyq´ωpxqq
and that opxq´opyq “ pb´pn´1qaqpωpyq´ωpxqq. Then we have to show that there exists β ą ´ 1
n´2
such that
pa` bqpωpyq ´ ωpxqq ě βpb ´ pn´ 1qaqpωpyq ´ ωpxqq.
If ωpyq´ωpxq ě 0, we can choose β “ 0. If ωpyq´ωpxq ă 0, then it has to be a`b ď βpb´pn´1qaq.
We cannot have b ´ pn ´ 1qa “ 0. Namely if pn ´ 1qa ă b, then b ´ pn ´ 1qa ą 0. Let instead
pn ´ 1qb ă a and assume, by contradiction, that b ´ pn ´ 1qa “ 0. Then we have pn ´ 1q2a ă a.
Thus a ‰ 0 and so, since a P N0, we have a ą 0. It follows that npn´ 2q ă 0 against n ě 3. Then
it is meaningful to define
β “
a` b
b´ pn´ 1qa
.
If pn´ 1qa ă b, then we have β ą 0 ą ´ 1
n´2 . If instead pn´ 1qb ă a, then this implies β ą ´
1
n´2 .
Next we show that FpNq “ pBpNq. Let x, y, u P V be distinct and let us show that there exists
γ “ γpx, y, uq such that γ ą ´ 1
n´2 and
cpx, uq ´ cpy, uq ` cpu, xq ´ cpu, yq ě γpipyq ´ ipxqq,
in order to apply Proposition 20. Note that cpx, uq´cpy, uq`cpu, xq´cpu, yq “ pa`bqpωpxq´ωpyqq
and that ipyq´ipxq “ pa´pn´1qbqpωpxq´ωpyqq. Then we have to show that there exists γ ą ´ 1
n´2
such that
pa` bqpωpxq ´ ωpyqq ě γpa´ pn´ 1qbqpωpxq ´ ωpyqq.
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If ωpxq´ωpyq ě 0, we can choose γ “ 0. If ωpxq´ωpyq ă 0, then it has to be pa`bq ď γpa´pn´1qbq.
As before, it cannot be a´ pn´ 1qb “ 0. Thus it is meaningful to define
γ “
a` b
a´ pn´ 1qb
.
If pn ´ 1qb ă a, then we have γ “ a`b
a´pn´1qb ą 0 ą ´
1
n´2 . If pn ´ 1qa ă b, then this implies
γ ą ´ 1
n´2 .
Let us finally define two special sets of networks, namely
O “ tpV,A, cq P N : D ω1 : V Ñ N0 such that, @ px, yq P A, cpx, yq “ ω1pxqu,
I “ tpV,A, cq P N : D ω2 : V Ñ N0 such that, @ px, yq P A, cpx, yq “ ω2pyqu.
Theorem 22. Let N P B YO Y I. Then FpNq “ BpNq “ pBpNq.
Proof. If n “ 2, then apply Corollary 18. Assume now that n ě 3. If N P B, then apply Proposition
17. If N P O Y I, then apply Proposition 21 with a “ 1, b “ 0, l “ 0 and with a “ 0, b “ 1,
l “ 0.
Consider now the set of networks C “ tpV,A, cq P N : c is constantu. It is easily proved that if
n “ 2, then C Ĺ B “ O “ I “ N ; if n ě 3, then OX I “ OX B “ I X B “ C. In particular, O and
I have a very small intersection with the set of balanced networks, so that BYOYI is, in general,
considerably larger than B.
7 Further properties of relations
In this section we collect several facts about relations which are fundamental for the analysis of the
flow network rule and the flow k-multiwinner network solution. We stress that all the theorems
and propositions of the section do not require that V has at least two elements, but only need that
V is finite and nonempty.
Let us begin with recalling a classic result about acyclic relations which will turn out to be
crucial in the sequel (Szpilrajn, 1939).
Theorem 23. Let R P R. Then the following facts hold:
(a) R is acyclic if and only if L˛pRq ‰ ∅.
(b) If R is acyclic and x, y P V are such that px, yq R R and py, xq R R, then there exists L P L˛pRq
such that x ąL y.
The proofs of the next three useful facts are almost immediate. We give the proof of the third
one only.
Proposition 24. Let R P R, k P vn´1w and x˚ P V . Assume that there exist distinct y1, . . . , yn´k P
V ztx˚u such that, for every j P vn´ kw, x˚ ąR yj. Then, for every W P CkpRq, x
˚ PW .
Proposition 25. Let R P R and k P vn´ 1w. Then W P CkpR
rq if and only if V zW P Cn´kpRq.
Proposition 26. Let R P R be reflexive and k P vn ´ 1w. Then CkpRq “ PkpV q if and only if
R “ V 2.
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Proof. Let R “ V 2 and pick W P PkpV q. Then, for every x P W and every y P V zW , we have
x ľR y and thus W P CkpRq. Conversely let CkpRq “ PkpV q. Assume, by contradiction, that there
exist x P V and y P V such that x ńR y. Since R is reflexive, we necessarily have x ‰ y. Since
k P vn ´ 1w, there exists W P PkpV q with x P W and y P V zW . The fact that x ńR y says that
W R CkpRq against CkpRq “ PkpV q.
We propose now several results about complete and quasi-acyclic relations. We emphasize that
such results, establishing the general properties of the set A, provide tools to control the properties
of any possible network method with values in A.
Proposition 27. Let R P A. Then L˛pRq “ L
˛pSpRqq ‰ ∅.
Proof. We first show that L˛pSpRqq Ď L˛pRq. Let L P L
˛pSpRqq. Thus L is linear and L Ě SpRq.
We want to show that L Ď R. Pick px, yq P L. If x “ y, then px, xq P R because R is complete and
then, in particular, reflexive. Let then x ‰ y. Assume, by contradiction, that px, yq R R. Since R is
complete, we have py, xq P R and then py, xq P SpRq. Thus py, xq P L and, since L is antisymmetric,
we get the contradiction x “ y.
We next show that L˛pRq Ď L
˛pSpRqq. Let L P L˛pRq. Thus L is linear and L Ď R. We need
to show that SpRq Ď L. Let px, yq P SpRq, so that we have px, yq P R, py, xq R R. Assume, by
contradiction, that px, yq R L. Then, since L is complete, we have py, xq P L and so also py, xq P R,
a contradiction. Finally, since R P A, we have that SpRq is acyclic so that, by Theorem 23,
L˛pSpRqq ‰ ∅.
Proposition 28. Let R P A, x˚ P V and W Ď V ztx˚u. Assume that, for every y P W , x˚ ąR y.
Then, for every L P L˛pRq and y PW , x
˚ ąL y.
Proof. Let L P L˛pRq. Then, by Proposition 27, we have that L P L
˛pSpRqq, that is, L Ě SpRq.
Thus, x˚ ąR y for all y PW implies x
˚ ľL y for all y PW . On the other hand, since W Ď V ztx
˚u,
we necessarily have x˚ ąL y for all y PW .
Proposition 29. Let R P A, x˚ P V and W Ď V ztx˚u. Assume that, for every y P W , x˚ ľR y.
Then there exists L P L˛pRq such that, for every y PW , x
˚ ąL y.
Proof. Let Z “ tz P W : z „R x
˚u and note that x˚ R Z. Then W zZ “ ty P W : x˚ ąR yu Ď
V ztx˚u and, by Proposition 28, for every L P L˛pRq and y P W zZ, we have x
˚ ąL y. Thus, if
Z “ ∅, it is sufficient to pick any L P L˛pRq. Assume next that Z ‰ ∅. By the above observation, we
only need to find L P L˛pRq such that for every z P Z, x
˚ ąL z. Let |Z| “ m for some 1 ď m ď |W |
and let Z “ tz1, . . . , zmu. Define, for every i P t2, . . . ,m` 1u, UipRq “ tpx
˚, zjq : j P vi´ 1wu, and
consider the m ` 1 relations on V given by R1 “ SpRq and Ri “ SpRq Y UipRq. Note that, for
every i P vmw, px˚, ziq R Ri and pzi, x
˚q R Ri. Indeed, since zi P Z, we have that px
˚, ziq R SpRq
and pzi, x
˚q R SpRq and, by UipRq definition, we also have px
˚, ziq R UipRq, pzi, x
˚q R UipRq.
Let I “ vm`1w. We claim that, for every i P I, L˛pRqXL
˛pRiq ‰ ∅. Assume, by contradiction,
that there exists i P I such that L˛pRq X L
˛pRiq “ ∅. Let s “ minti P I : L˛pRq X L
˛pRiq “ ∅u
and note that, since by Proposition 27, L˛pRq X L
˛pR1q “ L˛pRq X L
˛pSpRqq “ L˛pRq ‰ ∅, we
surely have s ě 2. By definition of s, we then have L˛pRqXL
˛pRs´1q ‰ ∅. From L
˛pRs´1q ‰ ∅, by
Theorem 23 (a), we deduce that Rs´1 is acyclic. Moreover x
˚ and zs´1 are distinct px
˚, zs´1q R Rs´1
and pzs´1, x
˚q R Rs´1. Thus, by Theorem 23 (b), there exists L P L
˛pRs´1q such that x
˚ ąL zs´1.
Since Rs “ Rs´1 Y tpx
˚, zs´1qu, this says that L P L
˛pRsq. From Rs Ě SpRq and from Proposition
27, we then deduce that L P L˛pSpRqq “ L˛pRq. Hence L P L˛pRq XL
˛pRsq, against the definition
of s.
Now pick L P L˛pRq X L
˛pRm`1q. Then we have L P L˛pRq and x
˚ ąL zi for all i P vmw, as
required.
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Let W be a nonempty finite subset of V . Recall that the restriction of R to W is the relation
on W defined by R|W “ RXW
2.
Proposition 30. Let R P A and k P vn´ 1w. Then
CkpRq “
ď
LPL˛pRq
CkpLq.
In particular, 1 ď |CkpRq| ď |L˛pRq| and CkpRq ‰ ∅.
Proof. Let C “
Ť
LPL˛pRq
CkpLq. By Proposition 27, we have that L˛pRq ‰ ∅ and, for every
L P L˛pRq, we have |CkpLq| “ 1. Thus surely 1 ď |C| ď |L˛pRq|. We next show that CkpRq “ C.
Let W P C. Then there exists L P L˛pRq such that W P CkpLq. Thus, for every x P W and
y P V zW , we have x ľL y and so, since L is a refinement of R, we also have x ľR y. Hence
W P CkpRq. Consider now W P CkpRq. Since R|W is a complete and acyclic relation on W and
R|V zW is a complete and acyclic relation on V zW , by Proposition 27, we have that both admit
linear refinements. Let L1 be a linear refinement of R|W and L2 be a linear refinement of R|V zW .
Then
L “ L1 Y L2 Y tpx, yq P V
2 : x PW, y P V zW u
is a refinement of R which is a linear order of V , that is, L P L˛pRq. Moreover, CkpLq “ tW u.
Hence W P C.
The following result is now immediate taking into account that, given a relation R in A, we
have that its reversal is still in A, and that |maxpRq| “ |C1pRq| and |minpRq| “ |maxpR
rq|.
Corollary 31. Let R P A. Then 1 ď |maxpRq| ď |L˛pRq| and 1 ď |minpRq| ď |L˛pRq|.
Proposition 32. Let R P A and k, l,m P vn ´ 1w with l ď k ď m. Then for every W P CkpRq,
there exist W 1 P CmpRq and W
2 P ClpRq such that W
2 ĎW ĎW 1.
Proof. Let W P CkpRq. Thus W Ď V , |W | “ k and, for every x P W and y P V zW , we have
x ľR y. We first show that there exists W
1 P CmpRq such that W Ď W
1. The case m “ k is
obvious. Assume then that m ą k. Then n ě 3 and 1 ď m´ k ď pn ´ kq ´ 1. Consider now the
set V zW , whose size is n ´ k ě 2. The relation R|V zW is quasi-acyclic and complete and so, by
Proposition 30, we have that Cm´kpR|V zW q ‰ ∅. Pick Wˆ P Cm´kpR|V zW q and defineW
1 “WYWˆ .
We show that W 1 P CmpRq. Surely |W
1| “ m because the sets W and Wˆ are disjoint. Let x P W 1
and y P V zW 1. Since V zW 1 Ď V zW , if x P W we have x ľR y. Since V zW
1 Ď V zWˆ , if x P Wˆ we
also have x ľR y. We next show that there exists W
2 P ClpRq such that W
2 Ď W. The case l “ k
is obvious. Assume then that l ă k. Then n ě 3 and 1 ď k´ l ď k´ 1. Since W has size k ě 2 and
the relation Rr|W is quasi-acyclic and complete, by Proposition 30 we have that Ck´lpR
r
|W q ‰ ∅.
Pick W P Ck´lpR
r
|W q and define W
2 “ W zW . Then W 2 Ď W Ď V and |W 2| “ l. We show that
W 2 P ClpRq. Let x P W
2 and y P V zW 2. If y P V zW , then x ľR y because x P W . If instead
y PW , since x PW zW , we have y ľRr x, that is, x ľR y.
Proposition 33. Let R P A, k P vn´1w and x˚ P V . Assume that there exist distinct y1, . . . , yn´k P
V ztx˚u such that, for every j P vn´kw, x˚ ľR yj. Then there exists W P CkpRq such that x
˚ PW .
Proof. By Proposition 29, there exists L P L˛pRq such that, for every j P vn ´ kw, x
˚ ąL yj. By
Proposition 30, we have CkpRq Ě CkpLq and we also know that CkpLq “ tW u for a suitableW Ď V
with |W | “ k. Assume now by contradiction that x˚ RW . Then there exists j˚ P vn´kw such that
yj˚ PW . That leads to the contradiction yj˚ ąL x
˚.
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We end the section with a result which describes the effects on the set of the k-maximum sets of
reversing a complete and quasi-transitive relation R. It says that there exists at least a k-maximum
set for R which does not appear as a k-maximum set for the reversal of R.
Proposition 34. Let R P T with R ‰ V 2. Then, for every k P vn´ 1w, CkpRq Ę CkpR
rq.
Proof. Recalling that A Ď T, by Corollary 31, we have that maxpRq ‰ ∅ and that minpRq ‰ ∅.
As a preliminary step, we show that there exist x˚ P maxpRq and y˚ P minpRq such that x˚ ąR y
˚.
We first see that there exist x˚ P maxpRq and y P V such that x˚ ąR y. Assume, by contra-
diction, that that fact does not happen. Since R ‰ V 2 and R is complete, there exist x0, x1 P V
such that x1 ąR x0. In particular, x1 ‰ x0. Since x1 R maxpRq, there exists x2 P V such that
x1 ńR x2. By completeness, we then have x2 ąR x1 and, in particular, x2 ‰ x1. We also have
x2 ‰ x0, otherwise we would have the cycle x0 ąR x1 ąR x0. Since also x2 R maxpRq we can repeat
the argument constructing a sequence x0, . . . , xm of arbitrary length m P N of distinct elements of
V , against V finite.
We now show that there exists y˚ P minpRq such that x˚ ąR y
˚. Assume, by contradiction,
that that fact does not happen. By what shown above, there exists y0 P V such that x
˚ ąR y0.
Since y0 R minpRq, there exists y1 P V such that y1 ńR y0. By completeness y0 ąR y1 and, in
particular, y1 ‰ y0. Thus, by the transitivity of SpRq, we get x
˚ ąR y1. Since y1 R minpRq, there
exists y2 P V with y1 ąR y2. In particular y2 ‰ y1. We also have y2 ‰ y0, otherwise we would have
the cycle y0 ąR y1 ąR y0. Thus, as before, we can repeat the argument constructing a sequence
y0, . . . , ym of arbitrary length m P N of distinct elements of V , against V finite.
Fix now x˚ P maxpRq and y˚ P minpRq such that x˚ ąR y
˚. Note that, in particular, x˚ ‰ y˚.
We prove that there exists W 1 P CkpRq such that x
˚ P W 1 and y˚ R W 1. That implies the desired
relation CkpRq Ę CkpR
rq since certainly W 1 R CkpR
rq, due to the fact that y˚ ąRr x
˚.
By Proposition 33, there existsW P CkpRq such that x
˚ PW . If y˚ RW , then setW 1 “W . Let
then y˚ PW . Since R|V zW is complete and acyclic, by Corollary 31, there exists z
˚ P maxpR|V zW q.
Define then W 1 “ pW zty˚uq Y tz˚u and show that it is indeed the k-subset we are looking for.
Trivially we have that |W 1| “ k, x˚ P W 1 and y˚ R W 1. Thus we are left with proving that
W 1 P CkpRq. Consider then x PW
1 and y P V zW 1. If x ‰ z˚ and y ‰ y˚, then x PW and y P V zW
so that x ľR y. Let next y “ y
˚. Then x ľR y
˚ holds since y˚ P minpRq. Finally let x “ z˚ and
y ‰ y˚. Then y P V zW and thus z˚ ľR y because z
˚ P maxpR|V zW q.
8 Properties of the flow network rule
In this section we propose some properties of the flow network rule. Namely, we prove that that
rule is decisive, neutral, homogeneous and that it satisfies non-imposition, efficiency, monotonicity,
reversal symmetry and symmetry properties (Propositions 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42, respec-
tively). Moreover, we show that the flow network rule coincides with the Borda and the dual Borda
network rule on a wide class of networks (Proposition 43). We emphasize that Propositions 37, 39,
40 and 41 are revisions of propositions stated, without proofs, in Belkin and Gvozdik (1989).
Proposition 35. Let N P N . Then F˛pNq ‰ ∅.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 and Proposition 27.
Given L P L and a bijection ψ : V Ñ V , let ψL P L be defined, for every x, y P V , by setting
x ľψL y if and only if ψ
´1pxq ľL ψ
´1pyq.
Proposition 36. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N and ψ : V Ñ V be a bijection. Then F˛pN
ψq “ tψL : L P
F˛pNqu.
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Proof. We first show that if L P F˛pNq and ψ : V Ñ V is a bijection, then ψL P F˛pN
ψq. Let
L P F˛pNq. We need to see that, for every x, y P V , x ľψL y implies x ľNψ y. Fix then x, y P V and
assume that x ľψL y, that is, ψ
´1pxq ľL ψ
´1pyq. Since L P F˛pNq, we have ψ
´1pxq ľN ψ
´1pyq
and, by Proposition 8, we get x ľNψ y.
Next let M P F˛pN
ψq and prove that there exists L P F˛pNq such that M “ ψL. Define
then L “ ψ´1M . Of course, we have that M “ ψL. Moreover, by the first part of the proof,
L P F˛ppN
ψqψ
´1
q “ F˛pNq.
By Proposition 9, we immediately obtain the next result.
Proposition 37. Let N P N and α P N. Then F˛pNq “ F˛pαNq.
Proposition 38. Let L P L. Then there exists N P N such that F˛pNq “ tLu.
Proof. Consider the network NL. Then, by Proposition 6, we have FpNLq “ L and thus F˛pNq “
tLu.
Proposition 39. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N and x˚, y˚ P V with x˚ ‰ y˚. Assume that cpx˚, y˚q ě
cpy˚, x˚q and, for every z P V ztx˚, y˚u, cpx˚, zq ě cpy˚, zq and cpz, y˚q ě cpz, x˚q. Then there
exists L P F˛pNq such that x
˚ ąL y
˚. Moreover, if one of the conditions paq, pbq, pcq and pdq of
Proposition 10 holds true, then, for every L P F˛pNq, x
˚ ąL y
˚.
Proof. By Proposition 10, we have that x˚ ľN y
˚. Then, by Proposition 29, there exits L P F˛pNq
such that x˚ ąL y
˚. Moreover, if one of the conditions paq, pbq ,pcq and pdq of Proposition 10 holds
true, Proposition 10 gives x˚ ąN y
˚ and, by Proposition 28, we get x˚ ąL y
˚ for all L P F˛pNq.
Proposition 40. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N and x˚ P V . Let N 1 “ pV,A, c1q P N be such that
conditions paq and pbq of Proposition 11 hold true. Then, for every L P F˛pNq, there exists L
1 P
F˛pN
1q such that ty P V : x˚ ąL yu Ď ty P V : x
˚ ąL1 yu. Assume further that, for every
y P V ztx˚u, c1px˚, yq ą cpx˚, yq or c1py, x˚q ă cpy, x˚q. Then, for every L P F˛pNq and L
1 P F˛pN
1q,
we have that ty P V : x˚ ąL yu Ď ty P V : x
˚ ąL1 yu.
Proof. Let L P F˛pNq. Then ty P V : x
˚ ąL yu Ď ty P V ztx
˚u : x˚ ľN yu. By Proposition 11,
we have that ty P V ztx˚u : x˚ ľN yu Ď ty P V ztx
˚u : x˚ ľN 1 yu. By Proposition 29, there exists
L1 P F˛pN
1q such that ty P V ztx˚u : x˚ ľN 1 yu Ď ty P V : x
˚ ąL1 yu, and the first part of the
statement follows.
Assume now that, for every y P V ztx˚u, c1px˚, yq ą cpx˚, yq or c1py, x˚q ă cpy, x˚q and consider
L P F˛pNq and L
1 P F˛pN
1q. Then ty P V : x˚ ąL yu Ď ty P V ztx
˚u : x˚ ľN yu. By Proposition 11,
we have that ty P V ztx˚u : x˚ ľN yu Ď ty P V ztx
˚u : x˚ ąN 1 yu. By Proposition 28, we have that
ty P V ztx˚u : x˚ ąN 1 yu Ď ty P V : x
˚ ąL1 yu, and the second part of the statement follows.
Proposition 41. Let N P N . Then F˛pN
rq “ tLr : L P F˛pNqu.
Proof. By Proposition 12, we know that FpN rq “ FpNqr. Then F˛pN
rq “ L˛pFpN
rqq “ L˛pFpNq
rq
and it is immediately observed that L˛pFpNq
rq “ tLr : L P F˛pNqu.
Proposition 42. Let N P N . Then F˛pNq “ L if and only if N is pseudo-symmetric.
Proof. If N is pseudo-symmetric then, by Proposition 14, FpNq “ V 2 so that F˛pNq “ L. Assume
now F˛pNq “ L. We complete the proof showing that FpNq “ V
2 and applying Proposition 14.
Consider x, y P V . If x “ y, then x ľN y. If x ‰ y then suppose, by contradiction, that x ńN y.
Since FpNq is complete, we have that y ąN x. As a consequence, by Proposition 28, we have that,
for every L P F˛pNq, y ąL x against F˛pNq “ L.
The Borda network rule B˛ and the dual Borda network rule pB˛ are respectively defined, for
every N P N , by B˛pNq “ L˛pBpNqq and pB˛pNq “ L˛ppBpNqq. Immediately from Theorem 22,
we get the next proposition.
Proposition 43. Let N P B YO Y I. Then F˛pNq “ B˛pNq “ pB˛pNq.
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9 Properties of the flow k-multiwinner network solution
This section is devoted to present some remarkable properties of the flow k-multiwinner network
solution. In the five propositions below we prove that it is decisive, neutral, homogeneous and
satisfies a non-imposition property as well as a consistency property with respect to the parameter
k (Propositions 44, 45, 46, 47 and 48, respectively).
Proposition 44. Let N P N and k P vn´ 1w. Then FkpNq ‰ ∅.
Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 3 and Proposition 30.
The next two results are easily obtained applying Proposition 8 and Proposition 9.
Proposition 45. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N , ψ : V Ñ V bijective and k P vn ´ 1w. Then FkpN
ψq “
tψpW q :W P FkpNqu.
Proposition 46. Let N P N , α P N and k P vn´ 1w. Then FkpαNq “ FkpNq.
Proposition 47. Let W P PkpV q. Then there exists N P N such that FkpNq “ tW u.
Proof. Let L be a linear oder having ranked in its first k positions the element of W. Then, by
Proposition 6, we have FpNLq “ L and thus FkpNq “ tW u.
Proposition 48. Let N P N and l, k,m P vn´ 1w with l ď k ď m. For every W P FkpNq, there
exists W 1 P FmpNq and W
2 P FlpNq such that W
2 ĎW ĎW 1.
Proof. Apply Proposition 32 to the relation FpNq.
The next two propositions show that Fk satisfies properties sharing strong similarities with the
concept of efficiency and monotonicity for social choice correspondences.
Proposition 49. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N , x˚ P V and k P vn´ 1w. Assume that there exist distinct
y˚
1
, . . . , y˚k P V ztx
˚u such that, for every j P vkw and z P V ztx˚, y˚j u, we have cpy
˚
j , x
˚q ě cpx˚, y˚j q,
cpy˚j , zq ě cpx
˚, zq and cpz, x˚q ě cpz, y˚j q. Then there exists W P FkpNq such that x
˚ RW. Assume
further that, for every j P vkw, at least one of the following conditions holds true:
(a) cpy˚j , x
˚q ą cpx˚, y˚j q;
(b) for every z P V ztx˚, y˚j u, cpy
˚
j , zq ą cpx
˚, zq;
(c) for every z P V ztx˚, y˚j u, cpz, x
˚q ą cpz, y˚j q;
(d) there exists z P V ztx˚, y˚j u such that cpy
˚
j , zq ą cpx
˚, zq and cpz, x˚q ą cpz, y˚j q.
Then, for every W P FkpNq, x
˚ RW.
Proof. By Proposition 10, we have that, for every j P vkw, y˚j ľN x
˚. Then, for every j P vkw,
x˚ ľNr y
˚
j . By Proposition 33, there exists W
1 P Cn´kpFpN
rqq such that x˚ P W 1. Define now
W “ V zW 1. By Proposition 12, we have Cn´kpFpN
rqq “ Cn´kpFpNq
rq, so that by Proposition 25,
we get W P CkpFpNqq “ FkpNq, with x
˚ RW .
Assume now that one among paq, pbq, pcq and pdq holds true too. Then, by Proposition 10,
for every j P vkw, we have that y˚j ąN x
˚ that is x˚ ąNr y
˚
j . Thus, by Proposition 24, we have
x˚ P W 1 for all W 1 P Cn´kpFpN
rqq “ Cn´kpFpNq
rq. By Proposition 25, it follows then that, for
every W P CkpFpNqq “ FkpNq, x
˚ RW.
Proposition 50. Let N “ pV,A, cq P N , k P vn ´ 1w, W P FkpNq and x
˚ P W . Let N 1 “
pV,A, c1q P N be such that the conditions paq and pbq of Proposition 11 hold true. Then there exists
W 1 P FkpN
1q such that x˚ P W 1. Assume further that, for every y P V zW , we have x˚ ąN y or
c1px˚, yq ą cpx˚, yq or c1py, x˚q ă cpy, x˚q. Then, for every W 1 P FkpN
1q, we have x˚ PW 1.
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Proof. By Proposition 11 we know that, for every y P V zW , x˚ ľN 1 y. Then, applying Proposition
33, we conclude. Assume now that, for every y P V zW , we have x˚ ąN y or c
1px˚, yq ą cpx˚, yq or
c1py, x˚q ă cpy, x˚q. By Proposition 11 we know that, for every y P V zW , x˚ ąN 1 y. Then applying
Proposition 24 we conclude.
The next proposition describes the effects of reversing a network on the outcomes of the flow k-
multiwinner network solution. Remarkably we have that if on a network and on its reversal the flow
k-multiwinner network solution selects a unique k-maximum set, those two sets cannot coincide. We
refer to that property by saying that Fk is immune to the reversal bias. The concept of immunity to
the reversal bias has been introduced by Saari and Barney (2003) for voting systems and recently
studied by Bubboloni and Gori (2016a, 2016b) in the framework of social choice correspondences.
Proposition 51. Let N P N and k P vn´ 1w. Then the following facts hold:
(i) FkpNq ‰ PkpV q implies FkpNq Ę FkpN
rq;
(ii) |FkpNq| “ 1 implies FkpNq Ę FkpN
rq;
(iii) if FkpNq “ tW u and FkpN
rq “ tUu, then W ‰ U ;
(iv) If N “ N r, then FkpNq “ PkpV q;
(v) FkpNq “ PkpV q if and only if FkpN
rq “ PkpV q.
Proof. piq Fix N P N with FkpNq ‰ PkpV q. By Proposition 26, we have FpNq ‰ V
2. Since FpNq P
T, by Propositions 34 and 12, we get FkpNq “ CkpFpNqq Ę CkpFpNq
rq “ CkpFpN
rqq “ FkpN
rq.
piiq Since n ě 2 and k P vn ´ 1w, we have that |PkpV q| ě 2. Thus |FkpNq| “ 1 implies
FkpNq ‰ PkpV q and applying piq, we get FkpNq Ę FkpN
rq.
piiiq It follows immediately from piiq.
pivq Let N “ N r. Then, FkpNq “ FkpN
rq and piq gives FkpNq “ PkpV q.
pvq By Proposition 26, we have that FkpNq “ PkpV q if and only if FpNq “ V
2. But, obviously,
FpNq “ V 2 is also equivalent to FpNqr “ V 2 which, by Proposition 12, is equivalent to FpN rq “ V 2.
This last fact, by Proposition 26, is in turn equivalent to FkpN
rq “ PkpV q.
The next proposition refers to the symmetry properties of the flow k-multiwinner network so-
lution.
Proposition 52. Let N P N and k P vn ´ 1w. Then FkpNq “ PkpV q if and only if N is pseudo-
symmetric.
Proof. If N is pseudo-symmetric then, by Proposition 14, FpNq “ V 2 so that FkpNq “ PkpV q.
Assume now FkpNq “ PkpV q. By Proposition 26 we get FpNq “ V
2 and applying again Proposition
14 we conclude that N is pseudo-symmetric.
Given k P vn ´ 1w, the Borda k-multiwinner network solution Bk and the dual Borda k-
multiwinner network solution pBk are respectively defined, for every N P N , byBkpNq “ CkpBpNqq
and pBkpNq “ CkppBpNqq. Immediately, from Theorem 22, we obtain that those classical solutions
coincide with the k-multiwinner network solution on a wide class of networks.
Proposition 53. Let N P B YO Y I and k P vn´ 1w. Then FkpNq “ BkpNq “ pBkpNq.
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10 The Schulze network method
On the basis of the so called Schulze method introduced by Schulze (2011), we can formulate what
we are going to call the Schulze network method.
Let N “ pV,A, cq P N and x, y P V with x ‰ y. Define, for every γ “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xm P ΓpN, x, yq,
δpγq “ mintcpxi, xi`1q : i P vm´ 1wu
and put
sxy “
#
maxtδpγq : γ P ΓpN, x, yqu if ΓpN, x, yq ‰ ∅
0 if ΓpN, x, yq “ ∅
Let s : A Ñ N0 be the map associating to every px, yq P A the number sxy. We call s the Schulze
function. Note that, due to the definition of path, sxy “ 0 if and only if there exists no path from
x to y in N. Note also that sxy ě cpx, yq. Inspired by (2.2.5) in Schulze (2011), we get the following
result.
Proposition 54. Let N P N . Then s satisfies the Gomory-Hu condition.
Proof. We need to show that, for every x, y, z P V distinct, sxz ě mintsxy, syzu. By contradiction,
assume that there exist x, y, z P V distinct such that sxz ă mintsxy, syzu. Thus, sxy ą sxz and
syz ą sxz. In particular, sxy ą 0 and syz ą 0.
Thus, by definition of sxy, there exists a path γxy “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xm P ΓpN, x, yq, with m ě 2, such
that sxy “ δpγxyq ě δpγq for all γ P ΓpN, x, yq. In particular, for every i P vm´ 1w, we have
cpxi, xi`1q ě sxy ą sxz. (27)
Similarly, by definition of syz, there exists a path γyz “ y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yl P ΓpN, y, zq, with l ě 2, such that
syz “ δpγyzq ě δpγq for all γ P ΓpN, y, zq. In particular, for every i P vl´ 1w, we have
cpyi, yi`1q ě syz ą sxz. (28)
Being xm “ y “ y1, the set ti P vmw : xi P V pγyzqu is nonempty and hence there exists ν “ minti P
vmw : xi P V pγyzqu. Since in a path the vertices are distinct, there exists a unique µ P vlw such that
xν “ yµ. Moreover, due to x ‰ z, we have pν, µq ‰ p1, lq.
If µ “ l, then xν “ z and ν ě 2, so that, by (27), γ “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xν P ΓpN, x, zq and δpγq ą sxz
which contradicts the definition of sxz. If instead µ ď l ´ 1 then, by definition of ν and µ, the
vertices x1, . . . , xν , yµ`1, . . . , yl are all distinct and, by (27) and (28), all the arcs between two con-
secutive vertices in that list have capacity greater than sxz. It follows that γ “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xν yµ`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yl P
ΓpN, x, zq and δpγq ą sxz which again contradicts the definition of sxz.
The Schulze network method S is now defined associating with every N P N the relation
SpNq “ Rpsq. Then, by Proposition 54 and Proposition 2, we immediately get the next result
which is completely analogous to Theorem 3.
Theorem 55. Let N P N . Then SpNq P T.
Thus, we can replicate, word by word, all the definitions given in the flow environment. We
obtain then the Schulze network rule defined, for every N P N , by S˛pNq “ L˛pSpNqq; the Schulze
k-multiwinner network solution defined, for every N P N , by SkpNq “ CkpSpNqq. Of course, all
the results obtained in the flow environment using only the fact that the flow relation is complete
and quasi-transitive continue to hold true in the Schulze environment. In particular, since it is
immediately observed that, for every N P N , we have SpN rq “ SpNqr, Proposition 51 remains
true substituting the symbol F with S. As a consequence, for every k P vn ´ 1w, |SkpNq| “ 1
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implies SkpNq Ę SkpN
rq so that, remarkably, the Schulze k-multiwinner network solution Sk is
immune to the reversal bias.
On the other hand, there are some crucial differences between the flow and the Schulze network
methods. Indeed, given N P N and x, y P V , considering sxy instead of ϕxy to judge whether x is
at least as good as y means to choose to focus only on the “best path” from x to y disregarding the
contributes of the other paths. In our opinion, taking into account the whole network by considering
the contribution not only of the main stream from x to y but also those of the secondary creeks, is
more appropriate in many contexts. The next example concretely illustrates our point of view.
Example 56. Consider the competition D among the three teams in V “ ta,b,cu described by
the table
a 1 1 b
a 1 1 c
b 0 1 c
and let ND be the associated network. Then, for every x P tb,cu, we have cpa, xq “ cpx,aq “ 1
and so also sax “ sxa “ 1. Moreover sbc “ scb “ 1, so that s is a constant function. It follows that
SpNDq “ V
2, so that, in particular, S1pNDq “ ttau, tbu, tcuu. On the other hand, being ϕab “ 2,
ϕba “ 1, ϕac “ 1, ϕca “ 2, ϕbc “ 1, ϕcb “ 2, we instead have that FpNDq is the linear order L
given by c ą a ą b and so F1pNDq “ ttcuu.
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An accurate analysis of the Schulze network method as well as a comparison with the flow
network method is surely an interesting issue. It goes beyond the aim of the present paper.
11 Comparison functions
Following Dutta and Laslier (1999), a comparison function on V is a function g : V 2 Ñ R such
that, for every px, yq P V 2, gpx, yq “ ´gpy, xq. Denote by G the set of all the comparison functions
on V . Any correspondence from G to V is called a choice correspondence23. Some interesting
choice correspondences are defined by Dutta and Laslier (1999) in their paper. They are called
the uncovered set (UC), the sign-uncovered set (SUC), the minimal covering set (MC), the sign
minimal covering set (SMC), the essential set (ES) and the sign essential set (SES) and, as their
names suggest, can be seen as extensions of some classical tournament solutions.
Given N “ pV,A, cq P N , it can be naturally associated with it the comparison function gN ,
defined as follows
gN px, yq “
"
cpx, yq ´ cpy, xq if x ‰ y
0 if x “ y
The function gN is called the margin function of N . As a consequence, any choice correspondence F
induces the 1-multiwinner network solution GF associating with any N P N the set ttxu Ď V : x P
F pgN qu. Thus, it can be interesting a comparison between the flow 1-multiwinner network solution
and the 1-multiwinner network solutions induced by the choice correspondences above mentioned.
Even though a deep analysis of that problem it is outside the purposes of this paper, we can easily
22Note that, on the network ND, the Kemeny network rule and the ranked pair network rule are equal to tL, c ą
b ą a, a ą c ą bu, while F˛pNDq “ tLu.
23Actually, this definition is less general than the one in the paper of Dutta and Laslier. Nevertheless, it is sufficient
for our purposes.
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prove that, in general, F1 ‰ GUC and F1 ‰ GMC . Indeed, consider N “ pV,A, cq where
V “ ta,b,c,du;
A “ tpx, yq P V 2 : x, y P ta,b,c,du and x ‰ yu;
c : AÑ N0 is defined by
cpa,bq “ 2, cpb,aq “ 0, cpa,cq “ 2, cpc,aq “ 0,
cpa,dq “ 1, cpd,aq “ 0, cpb,cq “ 2, cpc,bq “ 0,
cpb,dq “ 1, cpd,bq “ 0, cpc,dq “ 1, cpd,cq “ 0.
A simple computation shows that tdu R F1pNq. Moreover, gN is such that
gNpa,bq “ 2, gNpb,aq “ ´2, gNpa,cq “ 2, gNpc,aq “ ´2,
gNpa,dq “ 1, gNpd,aq “ ´1, gN pb,cq “ 2, gN pc,bq “ ´2,
gNpb,dq “ 1, gNpd,bq “ ´1, gNpc,dq “ 1, gNpd,cq “ ´1.
Since gN is the same comparison function considered in Example 4.1 in Dutta and Laslier (1999),
we get that tdu P UCpgN q “MCpgN q so that F1pNq ‰ GUCpNq and F1pNq ‰ GMCpNq.
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